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What should I expect?

You will be seen in priority order depending upon our assessment. 
Please note that this may not be in the order in which you arrived.

1. First you will need to book in with reception.

2. You will then be triaged (have an initial assessment) by the triage 
nurse. We do this to ensure patients with the most serious 
concerns are prioritised appropriately.

3. You will then be allocated to:

– a team in the department (Majors) or
– wait in the waiting room to see a doctor or nurse practitioner 

in Minor Injuries.

If you require any assistance or pain relief whilst in the Emergency 
Department, please ask a member of staff.

How quickly will I be seen?

The time it takes to be seen by one of our team can vary depending 
upon the nature of your condition or injury, and how busy the 
department is.

Our aim is to see, treat and discharge (or admit) 95% of all patients 
within 4 hours of arrival.

Welcome to the Emergency Department

This booklet aims to provide you with details of what to expect whilst 
in the Emergency Department.

If you have been referred directly by your GP, please read the section 
for 'Direct referral patients' on page 4.
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Can a friend or relative stay with me?

Yes, friends and family are welcome, though please be aware that 
the Emergency Department can be extremely busy at times, so it would 
be helpful if they are kept to a minimum (ideally 2 people per patient)

Patients assessed as 'Majors'

If you are allocated to a team in the department, we advise you not to 
eat or drink until you have seen the doctor or advanced nurse 
practitioner. Depending upon your condition, you may require 
investigations such as blood tests, X-rays and/or a CT scan.

How long does it take to receive any results?

If you do require any investigations, it can take some time for the results 
to be processed.

• Blood test: approximately 2 hours
• X-rays: these are available fairly quickly. The doctor or nurse 

practitioner will review the X-ray before re-assessing you.
• CT scan: approximately 2 hours.

If no admission is required, you may be transferred to the Clinical 
Decisions Unit (CDU) to wait for your results.

What if I need to be admitted?

If the doctor decides to admit you to a ward, you will be transferred 
when a bed is available. The waiting time for a bed will vary depending 
on the ward you are being admitted to and how busy the hospital is.

The Emergency Department staff are as keen as you are to transfer you 
to your inpatient bed, but we have no control over the availability of 
beds on the wards.
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Direct referral patients

Your GP may have made a direct referral to a specialist doctor in:

If this is the case, you will have been sent to the Emergency Department 
as a bed on the appropriate ward is not yet available. We advise that you 
do not eat or drink until you have been seen by your specialist doctor.

The Emergency Department doctors will not be assessing you, unless 
you need immediate treatment. However, if you require any assistance 
or pain relief whilst in the Emergency Department, please do ask.

What will happen next?

1. On arrival you will be triaged (assessed) by the triage nurse. If you 
have arrived and a health care professional has not spoken to you 
in the first 30 minutes, please alert staff.

2. You will have been placed on a list and the Emergency 
Department nurses will care for you until a bed is available.

3. You may be:

– transferred to our main department
– asked to wait in our waiting room until a bed is available

4. Your specialist doctor might see you here in the Emergency 
Department, or later when you arrive on the ward.

How long will it be before I am transferred to a ward?

The waiting time for a bed will vary depending on the ward you are 
being admitted to and how busy the hospital is. If you have been here 
for over an hour without an update, please ask a member of staff.

• Acute Medicine
• Orthopaedics

• Plastics
• Surgery

• Vascular medicine
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Additional information

Car parking

Car parking outside the Emergency Department is for drop off and pick 
up only. Please ask your relative or friend to move their car as soon as 
you have been dropped off.

Limited Pay and Display parking is available, charges are currently:*

• Up to 4 hours: £2.50
• Over 4 hours: £3.70

*Correct at the time of going to print

Visiting times

If you are admitted to a ward, visiting times are normally:

• 2.00pm - 3.30pm
• 6.00pm - 8.00pm

Some wards have different visiting times, in which case they will 
be displayed at the ward entrance.

Outside normal ward visiting times, visiting may be possible if agreed 
with the ward staff in advance.

Refreshments

The Emergency Department is not set up to deliver long term care to 
patients. We are unable to provide a full catering service.

We will provide food such as sandwiches and drinks to patients who 
have been in the department for extended periods of time, or who are 
waiting for admission, provided they are medically able to eat and drink.
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We do not generally provide food or drink for relatives and visitors 
accompanying patients.

There are vending machines in the Emergency Department waiting 
room for hot and cold drinks.

Huntsman Dining Room, C Floor

• 8:00am - 7:00pm (Hot food service)
• 7:00pm - 8:00am (Self service from vending machines.

A microwave is available)

Clock Tower Dining Room, Clock Tower

• 8:30am - 2:00pm (Hot food service)

Chesterman WRVS, Huntsman WRVS

• Refreshments are available and are provided by League of Friends 
or WRVS. Opening times may vary.

There are also vending machine facilities around the hospital site.

Boots, C Floor

• 8:00am - 8:00pm (Selection of snacks and sandwiches)

Pharmacy - Boots Opening Times

• Monday to Friday 9:00am - 8:00pm
• Saturday and Sunday 9:00am - 5:00pm
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Contact details

Emergency Department
Northern General Hospital
Herries Road
Sheffield S9 7AU

Emergency Department (A&E) 

• 0114 243 4343

Northern General Hospital

• 0114 243 4343

Clinical Decision Unit (CDU)

• 0114 243 4343

Acute Medical Unit (AMU)

• 0114 243 4343

Medical Assessment Centre (MAC)

• 0114 243 4343

Fraility Unit

• 0114 243 4343

Surgical Assessment Centre (SAC)

• 0114 243 4343

 

Violence and aggression towards staff will not be tolerated.
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Emergency Department (A&E) or 999

NHS Walk-in-Centre

For serious illness or injuries considered to be critical 
or life threatening

For treating minor illnesses and injuries that do not require a visit 
to A&E.  You do not need an appointment

Your GP

For medical advice, examinations or an illness or injury that 
requires a prescription

Local Pharmacist

For advice on treating common winter illnesses and the best
medicines to use

NHS 111

Self Care

For round the clock health queries and information about local services

For treating minor illnesses or injuries

Alternative formats can be available on request.
Please email: sth.alternativeformats@nhs.net
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